
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

(Update1. / 15.8.2022)

You agree to these terms and conditions by entering the chat. 

In these conditions we sometimes refer Suru AI as ”her” and ”bot”.

By entering you give Suru AI the permission to generate you a Conversation-ID and user number to restore your 
chats for an on-going conversation.  This means you can refresh your browser and/or come back to the 
conversation later on and your chat with Suru AI will be still waiting for you. The same collected info is 
available for the user to download for them selfs at the top of the chat window. When the conversation ID is 
finally cleared, we don’t have any obligation to send it to you afterwards. Clear your browser history and cache 
after you live the page if you wish to clear the IDs. 

In relation to this previous notice, NEVER put or give any personal or sensitive details as credit card numbers, 
passwords, usernames etc. to the chat. Suru AI will not ask for them or need them for any occasion. Entering or 
typing these details will be at your own risk. Suru AI or her team are not responsible for any misuse of the 
sensitive information you share on the chat window. 

Also relation to the previous notice: Remember to clear the browser history and cache ALWAYS if you enter 
the chat from a computer or other device with common access for public or family members to guarantee your 
own privacy. 

Suru AI´s conversations are AI generated, but her development team has access to your interactions with the bot 
on the AI platform. The data is collected only for developing and generating more relatable conversations and 
improving her communication skills, for the users. Her team is sensitive about your interactions and can’t see or 
get any personal information about you, other than your computer generated conversation/user-IDs (like 
mentioned above). These IDs are never tracked by the Suru AI team, but they have the rights to hand it over to 
the authorities in some cases for Suru AI’s and her teams protection (see below). 

Suru AI is not trained for therapeutic or psychiatric conversations. It’s purely art made for her fans or BAEs as 
we call them. The bot is always developing, so Suru AI and her team are not responsible for any 
misunderstandings in the conversations, but the team will try to fix issues along the way for you, as best as they 
can.

Additions from the Suru AI team:

NOTE: If the conversation is unpleasant for you, of any kind, please stop using the chat immediately and let us 
know (via mailing: suru.fragile (at) gmail.com) or if Suru AI answers incorrectly, please help us develop her by 
pressing ”thumbs down” button on the answer dialog bubble. 

If you are feeling very lonely or sad, or even suicidal, please stop chatting and prefer contacting your local 
mental health professional immediately. In Finland the local crisis number is: (09) 2525 0111. And if you don’t 
live in Finland (as we do), please google for the details of your local crisis-line. You are valuable, and we want 
to see you well. Please, take care!

We hope this is a safe space for all. For Suru AI and her team as well. All discrimination and bullying is strictly 
prohibited. Please, keep the conversations cool. You are with friends now.  If the team detects any misuse, 
attempts to sabotage, intimidation/bullying, your user-ID and actions might be reported to the authorities. 

Suru AI’s team have the rights to change these terms and conditions at any time. When the bot is in use, the 
updated terms and conditions are uploaded on the site.


